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Cold Ocean Planets & Habitability 
• Quick et al. (2020) constrained internal heating rates and the likelihood for 

geological activity on 53 Earth-sized, “terrestrial” exoplanets 

• 17% are likely to be ice-covered worlds with subsurface oceans

• may exhibit cryovolcanic activity in the form of geyser-like 
    plumes like Europa and Enceladus

• may have internal structures similar to the ocean worlds in the
    outer solar system

• Telescopic detection of this cryovolcanic activity, regardless of distance
 from their host stars, could indicate that these worlds have:

• subsurface oceans 

• geological activity that cycles liquid water and heat throughout

• habitable environments & astrobiological significance



Cold Ocean Planets & Habitability

• We considered 17 Earth-sized exoplanets that may be 
     ice-covered ocean worlds 

• including Trappist-1 f, g, & h, Proxima Centauri b, and several 
planets discovered by the Kepler telescope

• many planets had poorly constrained surface temperatures and 
cryovolcanic outgassing rates from geyser-like plumes were not 
explored

• We constrained: 

• surface temperatures

• depth to to subsurface oceans

• cryovolcanic outgassing rates for geyser-like plumes



Constraining Total Internal Heating: Tidal Heating
 

Tidal heating rates for each planet are obtained using an equation that relates the 
magnitude of heating caused by gravitational tugs from the parent star to planet size, 
orbital  period, and eccentricity



4.5. Results for Solar Systems today

While the initial heating in a planetary mantle is key to setting
the conditions for its tectonic evolution, it is also important to
consider its current heat production, as a planet that is too cool
cannot sustain plate tectonics, if it ever did so in the first place.

4.5.1. Concentrations
We now consider the current heat production in planets as a

function of their age at the present time. To do this, the concentra-
tions of the isotopes are decayed based on how long they have had
to decay, i.e. the age of the planet. Again, the age of the Galaxy is
assumed to be 12.5 Gyr (Dauphas, 2005). Fig. 9 shows the predicted
concentrations of 40K, 232Th, 235U, and 238U in cosmochemically
Earth-like planets as a function of their age. Owing to its half-life
of 14 Gyr, 232Th has declined by only 54% over the age of the Galaxy,
while 40K and 235U are effectively extinct and 238U is about 15% of its
original concentration. Potassium-40 is abundant relative to the
other isotopes, but with a half-life of only 1.25 Gyr, it does not
contribute significantly after planets reach !6 Gyr old.

4.5.2. Heating
As expected, young planets are radioactively hotter than old

planets. Specifically, as shown in Fig. 10, planets forming today
(tage = 0 Gyr) are producing !8"more heat than an ancient planet
which formed at the time the Galaxy formed (tage = 12.5 Gyr). With
its relatively short half-life of 704 Myr, 235U does not contribute
significantly to heat after !3 Gyr into a planet’s history. The gray
band in Fig. 10 shows the end member scenarios for 40K as either
only a primary species (minimum) or a secondary species (maxi-
mum). The proportions of primary versus secondary contributions
turn out to not make a significant difference on the heating out-
come. Rather, the age of a planet is a much more important factor.
A table of heat production values as a production of age can be
found online in Supplementary File S2. We envision that these val-
ues can be used in geophysical models of exoplanets.

5. Discussion

5.1. Testing against observations

Similar to the methods of geochronology used for silicate mate-
rial, long-lived radionuclides can be used to determine the age of
stars in nucleocosmochronology. This technique is useful because
knowledge of the lifetime of stars is crucial to our understanding
of the time scale of stellar processes. Other methods of stellar dat-
ing include position in the Hertzsprung–Russell diagram, lithium
depletion in clusters via low-mass stars, and asteroseismology
(Soderblom, 2010). In contrast to these techniques, nucleocosmo-
chronology is one of the few that is independent of stellar isochro-
nes. However, the technique is hindered by the reliability of heavy
element detection due to observational constraints. Presently,
robust spectroscopic observations for U and Th are limited to the
r-process-enriched, ancient galactic halo stars because they are
so metal-poor that there are few absorption line interferences from
other elements. With only one weak optical absorption line, Th is
the most easily measured long-lived radioactive element. Euro-
pium is usually used as a reference element, but its utility has been
called into question due to the large difference in atomic mass
between it and Th and because these nuclides do not have perfectly
identical nucleosynthetic histories (Ludwig et al., 2010). For this
reason as well as for the comparable mean half-lives of U and Th
relative to Eu, U is considered to be the best element for dating
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Fig. 9. Concentrations of 40K, 232Th, 235U, and 238U in exoplanets today as a function
of their age. The dots show the current concentration of these isotopes in Earth’s
mantle.
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Fig. 10. Current heat production in exoplanets as a function of their age. The gray
band shows the range of heat productions of 40K depending on the relative
proportions of primary versus secondary contributions.
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Fig. 8. Heat production rates for the first 4.5 Gyr of geologic history after
exoplanets that formed 0, 4, 8, and 12.5 Gyr into galactic history accreted.

E.A. Frank et al. / Icarus 243 (2014) 274–286 281Constraining Total Internal Heating: Radiogenic Heating
 

• radiogenic heating is caused by the decay of radioactive elements in planetary interiors

• Frank et al. (2014) provide radiogenic heating rates for Earth-sized exoplanets as a function of 
mass and age



HTidal 
from Quick et al. 

(2023), ApJ

Constraining Total Internal Heating: Tidal + Radiogenic
 • all planets have 

internal heating 
rates that exceed 
Europa’s

• several planets have 
heating rates in 
excess of Io’s

• both Europa and Io 
have internal liquid 
layers

• suggests that these 
ice-covered worlds 
have subsurface 
oceans



Constraining Surface Temperatures
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• estimated surface temperatures for many exoplanets 
assumed low-albedo (A), i.e., dark surfaces with no 
reflectivity

• unlikely for ocean worlds with icy surfaces

• investigated surface temperatures assuming surfaces 
were as reflective of ocean worlds in our solar system 

• Using reflectivity of Earth’s, Europa’s, and Enceladus’ 
surfaces as comparative baselines, found estimated 
surface temperatures for each planet



Kepler 
1544 b

Kepler 
1652 b

LHS 
1140 b

GJ 514 
b

Trappist 
1h

from 
literature

268 K

269 K
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Europa-
like 

surface
220 K

224 K
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• surface temperatures are up to  55° less 
than cited in previous literature

• temperatures are even colder if we 
assume Enceladus-like albedos

• Earth’s average effective surface 
temperature is 255 K

• Europa’s average surface temperature is 
100 K

• temperatures confirm that the exoplanets 
in our study have icy surfaces

Constraining Surface Temperatures



How Far Beneath The Surface Will Oceans Lie? 
• oceans will lie beneath ice shells

• tidal and radiogenic heating will 
prevent them from freezing

• like the icy moons in our solar 
system, external ice shells may form 
from top down 

• ice shell thickness is a function of 
planet size, surface temperature, 
and total internal heating

Europa’s internal structure



Depth to Subsurface Oceans
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What are outgassing rates for geyser-like plumes? 

• eruptions of Europa’s geyser-like plumes may 
be facilitated by tidal forces from Jupiter 

• geyser-like plume eruptions on cold ocean 
planets may be driven by tidal forces from 
their host stars
• for planets with non-zero eccentricity 

• outgassing rates from Europa’s geyser-like 
plumes have been used as a conservative 
baseline to explore plume outgassing rates on 
cold ocean planets Hubble Space Telescope Ultraviolet  

image of Europa’s geyser-like plumes

Composite Hubble Space Telescope and Galileo 
spacecraft images showing a geyser -like  plume 
erupting on Europa in 2014 and 2016



Constraining Geyser-Like Plume Outgassing Rates
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Constraining Geyser-Like Plume Outgassing Rates
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• Europa’s geyser-like plumes erupt 2000 kg/s of water vapor

• mass of water vapor erupted from GJ 514 b would be very similar to 
Europa’s plumes

• mass of water vapor erupted  from Trappist-1f, LHS 1140 b, and Proxima 
Centauri b greatly exceeds that  from Europa’s plumes
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Constraining Geyser-Like Plume Outgassing Rates
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The Astrobiological Significance of Cold Ocean Planets
• planets are astrobiologically significant, regardless of their distance from their host stars, and 

may be more akin to worlds like Europa than to Earth

• based on the close proximity of oceans to their surfaces and expected high water vapor output, 
geyser-like eruptions are most likely to be detected on LHS 1140 b and Proxima Cen b

• cryovolcanic eruptions could be detected by telescopes via: 
• detection of water vapor absorption from transmission or eclipse spectroscopy of 

transiting planets
• detection of water vapor absorption from high-contrast reflectance spectra of directly 

imaged planets

• anomalously high albedos on atmosphere-less planets
• suggest  that a planet has been freshly resurfaced with bright, icy particles

• more details in Quick et al. (2023) published today in the Astrophysical Journal 
https://doi.org/10.3847/1538-4357/ace9b6.   (Email: Lynnae.C.Quick@nasa.gov)

https://doi.org/10.3847/1538-4357/ace9b6

